UV-Induced Long-Lived Decays in Solvated Pyrimidine Nucleosides Resolved at the MS-CASPT2/MM Level
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The most relevant ‘dark’ electronic excited states in DNA/RNA pyrimidine nucleosides are mapped in water employing hybrid MS-CASPT2/MM optimisations with explicit solvation and including the sugar. Conical intersections (CIs) between initially accessed bright 'nπ* and the lowest energy dark 'nπ* excited states, involving the lone pair localised on the oxygen and/or nitrogen atoms are characterised. They are found at the vicinities of the Franck-Condon (FC) region and are shown to facilitate non-adiabatic population transfer. The excited state population of the 'nπ* state, localised in the carbonyl moiety on all pyrimidine nucleosides, is predicted to rapidly evolve to its minimum, displaying non-negligible potential energy barriers along its non-radiative decay, and accounting for the ps signal registered in pump-probe experiments as well as for an efficient population of the triplet state. Cytidine displays an additional 'nπ* state localised in the N3 atom and that leads to its excited state minimum displaying large potential energy barriers in the pathway connecting to the CI with the ground state. Sugar-to-base hydrogen/proton transfer processes are assessed in solution for the first time, displaying a sizable barrier along its decay and thus being competitive with other slow decay channels in the ps and ns timescales. A unified deactivation scheme for the long-lived channels of pyrimidine nucleosides is delivered, where the 'nπ* state is found to mediate the long-lived decay in the singlet manifold and act as the doorway for triplet population and thus accounting for the recorded phosphorescence and, more generally, for the transient/photoelectron spectral signals registered up to the ns timescale.

Introduction

DNA nucleobases, the building blocks of the genomic material, possess an outstanding ability to dissipate the energy gained upon UV-light absorption in a harmless manner.1,6 Beyond the intrinsic interest in the photophysics of these systems, this exceptional trait has been postulated to provide the required photostability for the hereditary genetic information to survive under strong UV-exposure in prebiotic conditions, ensuring its proper replication.7,8 Due to the role played in the photo-protection mechanisms occurring in the DNA/RNA genomic material, these photoinduced processes have been extensively studied over the years both theoretically5,7-9,12 and experimentally with state-of-the-art techniques,13-20 providing a wealth of information towards elucidating the concrete pathways promoting photostability and separating them to those that lead to photo-damaging instances.

There is general consensus on the paths responsible for the sub-ps (<200 fs) ultrafast internal conversion occurring in water-solvated nucleoside derivatives deoxy-Thymidine (Thd), oxy-Uridine (Urd) and oxy-Cytidine (Cyd), the pyrimidine-based building blocks of DNA/RNA: this involves S1(‘nπ*)/S0 ethylenic and, as recently proposed, S1(‘nπ*)/S0 ring-opening conical intersections.21-23 N-H and O-H bond-breaking events have been reported to occur along an ‘nπ* state that becomes relevant and low in energy upon stretching and that leads to a conical intersection with the ground state,24,25 being also suggested to partake in an ultrafast timescale. Other alternative scenarios have also been proposed: i) the ultrafast component of the excited state decay could account only for the initial relaxation of the wave packet away from the FC and its movement towards the excited state minimum,25 ii) the involvement of ‘nπ* states and their ultrafast decay to the ground state mediated by ‘nπ*→S0 conical intersections in vacuo2 and iii) this signal accounting for the population transfer between the initially accessed ‘nπ* and a neighbouring ‘nπ* state at the vicinities of the FC region in the gas phase26 as well as in solution.28 On the other hand, the degree of involvement of dark excited states (‘nπ* or intramolecular charge transfer transitions) in the photostimulated dynamics of nucleobases in solution is not so well understood. It remains to be completely ascertained whether dark states, such as those of charge transfer (CT) character or due to dipole forbidden...
transitions like $^3\text{nπ*}$ states, can be directly populated after UV (i.e. 255 nm) light irradiation, and if these are indeed responsible for the long-lived decay components (from dozen/hundreds of ps to ns)\textsuperscript{27,29} registered in pyrimidine nucleobases/sides/tides over the years as it is usually assumed. Long-lived channels may in turn enhance the likelihood of deleterious photochemical instances.\textsuperscript{7} This has been shown, for example, in methylated DNA derivative 5-methyl-cytosine, where upon methylation the excited state lifetime increases an order of magnitude.\textsuperscript{30} This feature has been correlated to the 5-methyl-cytosine’s ability to cause DNA damage,\textsuperscript{31} where methylated cytosine sequences are found to promote a 5- to 15-fold increase in the damage by pyrimidine photo-dimerisation damage as compared to cytosine.\textsuperscript{32} Long lived deactivation channels, albeit less studied in the literature, are thus fundamental in order to fully understand DNA’s photo-protection mechanisms and will be the focus of this work.

In the present contribution, we assess the most relevant ‘optically dark’ deactivation pathways in solvated pyrimidine nucleosides Thd, Urd and Cyd (i.e., the biologically relevant species in the biologically relevant environment) and their dependence on a variety of factors, such as the effect of the sugar and the explicit solvation along both singlet and triplet manifolds. These factors are considered theoretically by means of both statically and dynamically correlated potential energy surfaces. Furthermore, we provide a comparison of the so-obtained decay routes and their underlying spectroscopic fingerprints with state-of-the-art time-resolved experimental evidence. To this aim we adopt a quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) scheme where both statically and dynamically correlated multistate complete active space second-order perturbation theory (MS-CASPT2)\textsuperscript{33} is coupled to an explicit MM description of the solvent.

Computational Details

MM dynamics. MM dynamics simulations were performed using the Amber-11 suite of programs and the Parm99 force field.\textsuperscript{34,35} A cubic solvent box of 12x12x12 Å comprising around a thousand water molecules of explicit TIP3P was initially utilised.\textsuperscript{36} The whole system, including the nucleoside moiety, was equilibrated from 0 to 300K for 1 ns while maintaining a constant volume and pressure (1 atm). A production run was then performed for 100 ns recording snapshots every 200 fs.

Initial conditions sampling. To select the initial geometry for QM/MM optimisations we sampled the conformational space via a performed a cluster analysis based on the Root Mean Square (RMS) deviation within a 2.0 Å difference of the nucleosides coordinates over all snapshots recorded along the 100 ns molecular dynamics run using the MMTSB toolbox.\textsuperscript{37} We obtained two different clusters, with base to sugar syn/anti populations of 73%/27%, 62%/38% and 71%/29% for Urd, Thd and Cyd, respectively.\textsuperscript{21} The initial structure was therefore selected as the snapshot with the geometrical parameters closest to the centroid (i.e., the mean position) of the structures obtained in a syn conformation, which was found to be the most representative according to the above analysis. Oxy-Uridine and oxy-Cytidine were chosen as model systems due to their presence in RNA, whereas deoxy-Thymidine was favoured due to its presence in DNA (see Figure 1).

It is worth noting that a single water arrangement for the different systems was considered along the diverse deactivation channels studied. The choice is based on the approach we recently tested in the related 5-methyl-cytosine system,\textsuperscript{30} where we observed that considering different water arrangements improves the quantitative description of the excitation energies but did not change the qualitative conclusions attained from a single starting water distribution, which is what we also expect to occur in this work.

QM/MM calculations. QM/MM calculations were performed using the COBRAMM interface.\textsuperscript{38} The cut between the QM and MM regions has been done so that it includes the nucleobase in the QM region, except for characterising the CT channels, where the whole nucleoside was included. A three-layer approach (high, medium and low) was used throughout: nucleoside/base was included in the QM region (high layer) whereas the medium layer comprises the movable MM atoms, consisting of the sugar moiety plus the water molecules within a 5 Å radius of the centre of mass of the nucleobase, the remainder of the MM system being kept frozen during all optimisation procedures in the low layer. Equilibrium geometries and photoreaction paths were determined by using fully unconstrained minima, transition state and minimum energy path (intrinsic reaction coordinate; IRC) optimizations using the Berny optimiser implemented in the Gaussian 09 program package\textsuperscript{39} interfaced with COBRAMM. Conical Intersection (CI) optimisations were performed with the gradient projection algorithm of Bearpark et al.\textsuperscript{40,41} as implemented in the COBRAMM interface. Energies in the QM region were computed making use of the complete active space second-order perturbation theory (CASPT2)\textsuperscript{42,43} method in its multistate extension (MS)\textsuperscript{44} as implemented in the MOLCAS package.\textsuperscript{44} Gradients and non-adiabatic couplings (required for the CI optimisations) were computed numerically using MS-CASPT2 energies and wave functions. It is important to highlight that all gradients employed for the different optimisations of critical points in this study (excited state minima, transition states and interstate crossings) have been carried out at the CASPT2 level making use of finite differentiation. Hessians have been computed numerically at the CASPT2 level to ascertain the nature of the different transition states optimised, and employ a mixed implementation where the first layer of the finite differentiation is carried out by MOLCAS\textsuperscript{45} while the second is performed in parallel by our COBRAMM interface.\textsuperscript{21,30} The active space selected comprised the full n sp plus the two lone-pair orbitals to provide a proper description of the nπ* states, thus making 14 electrons in 10 orbitals. A CASSCF wave function averaged over eight singlet states was used in the
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Figure 1. Chemical structure and atom labelling of oxy-uridine, deoxy-thymidine and oxy-cytidine.
single-point CASPT2 energy corrections. An imaginary level shift of 0.2 a.u. was employed in the perturbation step to avoid intruder states, and the IPEA shift\textsuperscript{45} was set to 0 unless specified otherwise. Two different basis sets were employed throughout: 6-31G*\textsuperscript{46} was used in the optimizations at the CASPT2 level whereas an ANO-L-VTZP\textsuperscript{47,48} was employed to refine the CASPT2 energies of the different key structures. Transition states were characterised by the presence of one negative frequency and IRCs were applied to verify that the correct states were connected. Spin-orbit couplings (SOCs) between singlet and triplet states were computed within the atomic mean-field integral (AMFI) framework,\textsuperscript{49} obtaining the length of the SOC vector as implemented in MOLCAS and described in detail elsewhere.\textsuperscript{50}

**Excited state absorptions (ESAs).** ESA estimates have been computed averaging over 25 states and assuming only absorption contributions arising from the populated state (the state characterising the minima in which it is computed). These therefore do not correspond to the actual pump-probe signal, as that would contain the negative contributions arising from the ground state bleach and stimulated emission.\textsuperscript{53} It is worth noting, however, that those contributions would lie in spectral regions slightly different to those relevant and mainly discussed in the present manuscript, and would refer to ground state bleaching contributions of the optically dark $^1\text{n}^+\text{t}$ states, which are therefore not expected to change drastically the final pump-probe signal. The present computations make use of the 14 electrons in 10 orbitals previously described. While this active space might seem insufficient to properly describe the high-lying excited states accessible in pump-probe spectroscopy, we have shown in previous work how this active space suffices to obtain a qualitative description of the main features captured in both Vis and UV probe windows. This has been recently highlighted for adenosine monomers and dimers,\textsuperscript{55} where the main fingerprint recorded experimentally for these systems is placed in the 300-360 nm window\textsuperscript{56} and is well reproduced even with computationally cheaper restricted active space approaches. The spectra have been built by convoluting all states computed with a Gaussian function with FWHM = 0.3 eV, and where the intensity is based on the computed oscillator strength of each transition using Gadget.\textsuperscript{57}

**Photoelectron signals.** Cationic signals were computed as the difference between doublet and singlet states at each of the critical structures considered, the doublets being obtained by computing the cationic forms of the nucleobases. As it has been suggested previously in the literature,\textsuperscript{58} a rescaling factor is needed for the energy of the cationic states as these deviate from their experimental counterpart in a more pronounced manner than the estimates singlet states (see ESI Table S1). This shift is applied based on previous evidence in the literature,\textsuperscript{59} where the description of cationic states in DNA/RNA nucleobases is shown to be more challenging and its errors larger than those registered for the often considered singlet states even for strongly correlated coupled-cluster based methods. Given that in this case our estimates resemble remarkably well those arising from steady-state absorption maxima, the rescaling is carried out only for the cationic states in the following manner:

$$\Delta = \left( E_{\text{CASPT2}}^{\text{c}} - E_{\text{CASPT2}}^{\text{sc}} \right) - IE_{\text{Exp}, s=0}^{\text{Vertical}}$$

where $IE_{\text{Exp}, s=0}^{\text{Vertical}}$ refer to experimental ionisation energies taken from Slavicek et al.\textsuperscript{60} We assume 238 nm (5.21 eV) probe pulses analogous to those used by Buchner et al.,\textsuperscript{60} the average kinetic energy (AKE) being:

$$AKE = 5.21 - \left( (E_{\text{Exp}}^{\text{c}} - \Delta_{\text{Rescaled}}) - E_{\text{CASPT2}}^{\text{c}} \right)$$

where energies refer to eV. A 0.25 a.u. IPEA shift was employed as it has been reported to better reproduce adiabatic cationic signals.\textsuperscript{60,61} Despite IPEA-shifted MS-CASPT2 values being reported in the text, it is shown in the ESI (Table S2) that both MS and IPEA treatments do not affect the qualitative results obtained and therefore play no critical role in the ensuing discussion.

It is important to note that most photoelectron experiments monitor the photoelectron absorption signals, which provide better suited signals for tracking excited state dynamics and that have been considered in other computational studies.\textsuperscript{62-64} These signals are however not computed in the present manuscript, where we rely on qualitative estimates of other spectroscopic data (ESAs and AKEs).

### Results and Discussion

$^1\text{n}^+\text{t}$ decay

Pyrimidine nucleosides display low-lying bright excited $^1\text{n}^+\text{t}$ states ($^1\text{n}^+\text{t}$, $^1\text{n}^+\text{t}$, see Table 1) that partake in the ultrafast deactivations of these systems,\textsuperscript{21} being firstly populated upon absorption. In addition, for all the bases, optically dark excited state $^1\text{n}^+\text{t}$ transitions involving the lone par of oxygen and/or nitrogen atoms, are close in energy in the Franck-Condon (FC) region. Non-adiabatic molecular dynamics studies, mainly in the gas phase,\textsuperscript{14,12,15,53,62-67} have reported the involvement of dark states in the excited state deactivation dynamics. As a first step, we verify the accessibility of the different $^1\text{n}^+\text{t}$ CIS close to the FC region.

Figures 2 (Urd/Thd) and 3 (Cyd) depict the stationary points characterised along the PESs plotted in terms of their mass

| Table 1. Singlet and triplet vertical excitations (oscillator strength in parenthesis) for Urd, Thd and Cyd at the MS-CASPT2(14,10)/ANO-L-VTZP level at the Franck-Condon region. |
| Urd (eV) | Thd (eV) | Cyd (eV) |
| $^1\text{n}^+\text{t} (\text{H}→\text{L})$ | 4.64 (0.255) | 4.70 (0.262) | 4.60 (0.065) |
| $^3\text{n}^+\text{t}$ | 5.17 (0.006) | 5.54 (0.010) | 5.70 (0.002) |
| $^1\text{n}^+\text{t} (\text{H}→\text{L}+\text{L})$ | 5.88 (0.145) | 5.57 (0.154) | 5.70 (0.002) |
| $^3\text{n}^+\text{t}$ | 3.73 | 3.75 | 4.50 |
| $^1\text{n}^+\text{t}$ | 4.71 | 5.06 | 3.75 | 4.50 |
respectively, displayed population upon absorption. More intense and higher \(1\) eV are predicted for Urd and Thd, respectively, whereas Cyd (Table 1) and the adiabatic energies of their respective \(1\)ππ* states, that is also expected to be populated upon absorption.\(^\text{22}\)

Monitoring the key C4-OB (C2-O7) distances in critical points close to the FC region highlights this point as well: Urd, Thd and Cyd display C-O distances of 1.21, 1.24 and 1.25 Å in their FC, respectively, 1.28, 1.25 and 1.27 Å in their \(1\)ππ* planar minima, and 1.26, 1.27 and 1.26 Å\(^\text{21}\) in the twisted \(1\)πnπ* minima; finally the CO bond in \((\pi\pi* / \pi\pi*)_\text{obs}\) increases up to 1.28, 1.38 and 1.34 Å for the three bases. It is thus envisaged that high-frequency vibrations, particularly due to C-O carbonyl stretching like those involved in the intramolecular vibrational dynamics of the \(1\)πnπ* state, would allow for few \(1\pi\pi*/1\pi\pi*\) re-crossings\(^\text{26}\) and facilitate a partial non-adiabatic population transfer to the dark state before the out-of-plane C5 puckering motion draws the system towards the ultrafast \(1\pi\pi*/S_\text{a}\). Even in early time ultrafast deactivations along the initially accessed \(1\pi\pi*\) state, where a relatively large energy gap between the bright \(1\pi\pi*\) and dark \(1\pi\pi*\) states is observed,\(^\text{22}\) a sizable C-O stretching can lead the system to populate the \(1\pi\pi*\) state and can justify an ultrafast population branching where a large part of the initial wave packet ends in the \(1\pi\pi*\) state. Moreover, the \(1\pi\pi* / 1\pi\pi*\) main decay channel.\(^\text{21}\) The involvement of a dark excited state in the photophysics can account for the experimental evidence from pump-probe transient absorption (fs-TA) measurements. In uracil, ~15-20% of the excited state population of water-solvated uracil and ~40% of oxy-uridine monophosphate (UMP) show a long-lived ps signal.\(^\text{27}\) In this case, a 24 ps component was observed,\(^\text{27}\) and a similar value (26ps) was registered for the 1-cyclohexyl derivative,\(^\text{26}\) while only UMP displays a 147 ps component\(^\text{27}\) that rises to 240 ps when present in an oxy-UMP+deoxy-AMP mixture.\(^\text{27}\) In thymine, around 15-20% of excited state population was measured to decay on the ps time scale, showing a lifetime of 30 ps for water-solvated thymine and 127 ps for deoxy-thymidine monophosphate (dTMP).\(^\text{27}\) In cytosine, the recent study by Ma et al.\(^\text{19}\) provides fs-TA data that shows ~25% excited state population on the ps channels for solvated cytosine, 49% for Cys, 33% for dCyd and 39% for cytidine monophosphate (CMP), with lifetimes of 7.7, 35, 30 and 34 ps, respectively. All measurements recording this long-lived component have been carried out with fs-TA techniques, time-resolved fluorescence (fs-TRF)\(^\text{19}\) and fluorescence up-conversion (fs-FU)\(^\text{22}\) being unable to register them, which further supports their assignment to non-emissive/dark states such as \(1\pi\pi^*\) (still presenting sizeable transient absorption signals as recorded in fs-TA). Finally, a prominent phosphorescence signal has been registered in DNA/RNA nucleobases/tides/sides\(^\text{22}\) implying a significant involvement of triplets in the overall deactivation mechanism. Addition of the sugar moiety thus strongly affects the long-living component, yielding analogous results for DNA and RNA based cytosine derivatives, which is the only case with enough data available in the literature for a meaningful comparison.\(^\text{19}\)

Uridine and Thymidine. Figure 2 depicts the fate of the \(1\)nπ\pi* state upon population either through \((\pi\pi* / \pi\pi*)_\text{obs}\) or \((\pi\pi* / \pi\pi*)_\text{cl}\) crossings for Urd/Thd. A swift decay is observed leading towards a planar minimum \((\pi\pi* / \pi\pi*)_\text{min-pl}\) placed adiabatically at 4.84 and 4.87 eV for Urd and Thd, respectively (see Table 2), and featuring a pronounced C4-O8 (see Figure 1 for atom labelling) bond lengthening of ~0.07 and ~0.14. The \(1\)nπ\pi* state further decays towards a slightly twisted minimum defined by an out-of-plane carbonyl motion \((\pi\pi* / \pi\pi*)_\text{out-pl}\) present in all pyrimidine nucleosides and placed at 4.43 and 4.67 eV for Urd and Thd, respectively. This

Figure 2. Evolution of the ground (black lines) and lowest-lying \(1\)nπ\pi* (yellow lines) excited states for Urd (a) and Thd (b) along the computed \(1\)S0π\pi* relaxation pathways plotted in mass-weighted coordinates. Dotted lines represent the evolution of the singlet (\(1\pi\pi^*\), purple line) and triplet (\(1\pi\pi^*\) and \(1\pi\pi^*\), green lines) manifold along those channels. Key points characterised along the decay routes are also depicted, the numbers along the potential energy curves referring to the structures given below with their main associated geometrical distortions.
excited state minimum has an associated C4-O8 bond length increase with respect to the FC of 0.17 and 0.12 Å. Inclusion of hydrogen-bonded water molecules directly linked to the carbonyl and of dynamic electron correlation in the model appear to be important for properly describing this twisted excited state minimum as observed by the inability shown by CASSCF at characterising this structure. Two sloped CIs to the ground state along the \( \nu_{\pi^*} \) PES involving strong C-O elongation and in-plane \((\nu_{\pi^*/S_O})\) or out-of-plane \((\nu_{\pi^*/S_O})\) bending of the carbonyl group have been characterised for Urd/Thd (see Fig. 2). They are similar to the structures already reported in the literature for Uracil and Thymine in gas-phase1,2 and solution,3 and show a strong increase of C4-O8 bond lengths of 0.3 and 0.35 Å, respectively. The path connecting \((\nu_{\pi^/S_O})\) and the CIs exhibit very large potential energy barriers (Urd: 0.77 and 1.33 eV, Thd: 0.83 and 1.08 eV, respectively, see Table 2), consistent with their potential involvement in the slow (several ps) component of the decay shown above. Due to the large PES barriers associated with \((\nu_{\pi^*/S_O})\) in the following we will focus only on the decays mediated by the lower-lying and more accessible \((\nu_{\pi^*/S_O})\). Interestingly, these large potential energy barriers obtained for Urd/Thd correlate well with the long lifetimes measured for UMP and TMP.27 Due to the large potential energy barriers separating the minimum from the Cl with \( S_O \), it is also possible that population is back-transferred to \( \nu_{\pi^*} \), decaying along the channels associated to the sub-ps decay.28

Table 2. Main critical points characterised along the different potential energy surfaces considered in the present work enclosing excited state minima, conical intersections, inter-system crossing regions and transition states, together with their associated adiabatic (with respect to the FC region) energies and oscillator strengths computed at the MS-CASPT2(14,10):ANO-L-VTZP. AE and VE stand for adiabatic (containing zero-point energy corrections for both excited and ground states) and vertical emissions, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Energy (eV)</th>
<th>AE (eV)</th>
<th>VE (eV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \nu_{\pi^*/S_O} )</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cytidine. Cyt (see Fig. 3) displays an analogous qualitative profile along the \( \nu_{\pi^*} \) deactivation as those described above for Urd/Thd. After initial access through \((\nu_{\pi^*/S_O})\) at the vicinities of the FC, the \( \nu_{\pi^*} \) decays to a planar \((\nu_{\pi^*/S_O})\) minimum placed 5.10 eV adiabatically and displaying a 0.09 Å lengthening of the C2-O7 carbonyl moiety. This bond length then decreases by 0.05 Å going towards \((\nu_{\pi^*/S_O})\) whose adiabatic energy is 4.54 eV (see Table 2), resulting in a significant energy stabilisation with respect to its planar minimum. Two different CIs are also accessibly connecting the ground and \( \nu_{\pi^*} \) states as it was shown for Urd/Thd: \((\nu_{\pi^*/S_O})\) characterised with an out-of-plane bending of the carbonyl group, and a three-state Cl \((\nu_{\pi^*/S_O})\) denoted as 3Cl in Figure 3. As opposed to the former, 3Cl shows lesser carbonyl out-of-plane distortion despite featuring a 0.28 Å elongation of the C2-O7 bond with respect to the FC. This 3Cl is considered the photochemically active Cl as it is characterised by having the smallest C-O stretching while displaying the smallest potential energy barrier connecting the \( \nu_{\pi^*} \) and
Figure 3. Evolution of the ground and lowest-lying \( ^1\pi^* \) excited states of Cyd along the computed relaxation pathways of the \( ^1\pi^* \) (yellow line) state (a) and \( ^1\pi^* \) (orange line) state (b) plotted in mass-weighted coordinates. Dotted lines represent the evolution of the singlet \( ^1\pi^* \) (purple line) and triplet \( ^3\pi^* \) (green lines) manifold along those channels. Key points characterised along the decay routes are also depicted, the numbers along the potential energy curves referring to the structures given below with their main associated geometrical distortions.

Nucleoside-mediated decays

N1 substitution. According to the experiments mentioned above, N1 substitution affects mainly the long-lived components by systematically increasing their lifetimes.\(^{19,27}\) This is often ascribed to the effects held by the sugar/phosphate moieties on the carbonyl group describing the \( ^1\pi^* \) excitation. As previously reported,\(^{21}\) the syn nucleoside to sugar conformation here employed is the most representative structure as obtained from our molecular mechanics studies, and involves a hydrogen bond between 5’ O–H of the sugar moiety and O8 (O7 in Cyd) of the nucleobase (see Fig. 1). We anticipate that this intramolecular hydrogen bond can potentially affect the C2-O7 stretching mode that is the one activated along the Cyd \( ^1\pi^* \) decay channel thus increasing its energy barrier and lifetime.\(^{19}\) This entails a hydrogen bond that is expected to hamper the out-of-plane motion thus impacting this decay channel. The recent study by Ma et al.\(^{19}\) is the only one providing enough experimental evidence to assess this point, investigating both oxy- and deoxy-cytidine derivatives and where a clear trend can be observed, the lifetime of cytosine increasing from the bare nucleobase (7 ps) to oxy- and deoxy-cytidine (30 and 34 ps) as well as CMP (34 ps). The possibility of forming intramolecular sugar/base hydrogen bonds seem to be plausible according to our molecular dynamics, and thus a similar behaviour could be expected for uracil and thymine, displayed through the increase of their lifetimes by going from nucleobase to nucleotide,\(^{27}\) even though additional experimental evidence and a purposely tailored study of the syn/anti equilibrium would be required for a definitive assessment. Sugar/phosphate substitution can thus affect intramolecular vibrational relaxation and interfere with the solute/solvent hydrogen bonding network, ultimately affecting the \( ^1\pi^* \) lifetime. It is worth noting that in 1-cyclo-hexyl uracil (where this kind of hydrogen bond cannot be formed) the dark state decays in 26 ps\(^{20}\) as in uracil (24 ps), further supporting the role played by intramolecular hydrogen bonds.\(^{27}\)

Intramolecular hydrogen transfer. We next consider a recently proposed mechanism whereby a sugar-to-base charge transfer state with an accessible Cl to the ground state can be populated in purine nucleoside derivatives by an aborted proton transfer from the ribose sugar to the N3 atom of the base. Based on ADC(2) computations, this channel has been suggested to be activated on sub-ps timescales in gas-phase nucleosides,\(^{28}\) and to compete with \( ^1\pi^* \) ultrafast deactivations in the sub-ps timescale. We considered this possibility in pyrimidines and explored the intramolecular excited-state 5’-O–H···O7 H-transfer reaction using the same procedure devised by Tuna et al.\(^{81,82}\) and including the whole nucleoside in the QM region. Figure 4a shows the potential-energy profiles of the electronic excited states of interest for Thd (Urd and Cyd display analogous behaviors, see SI Figures S5-S6). This is based on a ground-state relaxed scan, which displays a pronounced dissociative character along the hydrogen transfer coordinate that is unlikely to be overcome with thermal (vibrational) energy. The CT state (displaying a shift of electron density from the 5’-OH group to the n system of the nucleobase moiety) approaches \( ^1\pi^* \) and \( ^1\pi^* \) states at high energies with O-H distances of ~1.45 Å in Thd and Urd (1.35 Å for Cyd). An unconstrained optimisation of the CT state (optCT in Fig. 4b) displays an O-H distance of ~1.47 Å, and

\( \text{lifetime} \)
upon relaxed scan of this state, leads in a barrierless manner to a CI with the ground-state at a 5’-O-H distance of about 2.1 Å (Fig. 4b). This 5’-O-H distance may be potentially activated along the ground state dynamics according to our previous molecular dynamics simulations in less than 10% of the overall population,\textsuperscript{21} ruling out a prominent role in the photophysics. Moreover, this CT state is optically dark and should thus be accessed through $^1\pi\pi^*$ states, $^1\pi^*\pi^*$ in this case, which would act as their doorway. However, following $^1\pi^*$ population we observe an ultrafast nucleobase-centred deactivation,\textsuperscript{22} which would be more likely than surmounting the sizable potential energy barrier (~0.6 eV, Figure 4c) featured along the 5’-O-H···O7 reaction coordinate, ruling out H-transfer in the ultrafast (sub-ps) time domain. This holds even when considering the additional stabilisation experienced by CT states in polar solvents\textsuperscript{66} as included in our QM/MM scheme, and makes us attribute this channel to the slower ps decays.\textsuperscript{45,97}

It is also worth noting that the possibility of a 1’-H···O7 hydrogen transfer has also been recently suggested in Cyd\textsuperscript{85} and being related to photo-anomerisation and nucleobase loss reactions characterised theoretically in vacuo.\textsuperscript{85,87} These reactions are important due to their involvement in the pre-biotechnological syntheses of pyrimidine nucleotides\textsuperscript{86,87} where prolonged UV-exposure results in the degradation of biologically irrelevant stereoisomers of Cyd/Urd while preserving their canonical forms. This is therefore related to how life originated and how the present nucleobases were chosen as its building blocks.\textsuperscript{88} Despite its importance, we focus on the 5’-O-H···O7 interaction favoured in our molecular dynamics, the 1’-H···O7 channel being beyond the scope of the present study and being considered for an upcoming study. A last channel not accounted for in this work, is the CT mediated by neighbouring water molecules and has been recently described theoretically only for 7H-adenine.\textsuperscript{89} We cannot assess this particular pathway due to treating the water molecules at the MM level. On the other hand, our contribution provides the grounds for additional studies in this direction since we can extract important insights from our molecular dynamics simulations on the composition of the solvation shell in order to include the most important water molecules to add to the QM region.

### Triplet mediated decays

The last channel considered to partake in the long-lived components registered in pyrimidine nucleobases emerges from intersystem crossing (ISC) events, previously reported in gas phase,\textsuperscript{50,65,66,90} and that are here addressed in solution with dynamically correlated multireference PESs for the first time. While some results are similar to those obtained in the gas phase,\textsuperscript{50,65,66,90} (and assumed to be representative also for non-polar solvents), we also find significant differences, as detailed below. As reported in Table 3, along the initially accessed $^1\pi\pi^*$ state and its decay, two efficient ISC regions appear: one in the proximity of the FC region, through ($^1\pi\pi^*$/CT)/$^{1}\pi^*$; and a second one closer to the crossing region with the ground state, via ($^{1}\pi^*$)/$^{1}\pi^*$ISC. These two ISC regions have spin orbit coupling (SOC) terms for Cyd (~12 and 24 cm$^{-1}$) larger than for Urd (~9 and 5 cm$^{-1}$) or Thd (~1 cm$^{-1}$), and therefore greater singlet-triplet efficiency would be expected in Cyd and Urd in solution compared to their in vacuo counterparts (SOC ~1-2 cm$^{-1}$).\textsuperscript{50,90-92} Those channels could in principle contribute to the global population of the triplet manifold, especially in Cyd that features the largest SOC values. On the other hand, the contribution of these crossings is likely small, since their decay is ultrafast while longer timescales are normally required for ISCs to take place.\textsuperscript{93} However, we have found a very efficient singlet-triplet crossing region at the vicinities of the different $^1\pi\pi$ twisted minima ($^1\pi\pi^*/^{1}\pi^*$ISc) with much larger SOCs (see Table 3) that guarantees efficient ISC rate in agreement with El-Sayed rules.\textsuperscript{94,95} This ISC region, reported for Thymine and Uracil\textsuperscript{95} in gas-phase, is also characterised here for Cyd. This pathway, the main contributor towards triplet population in pyrimidine nucleosides, appears to be less efficient in polar than in apolar solvents/gas-phase (gas phase SOC ~60 cm$^{-1}$),\textsuperscript{70} which may explain partially the experimental evidence that shows a decrease in the triplet yield in polar solvents (<2%).\textsuperscript{96} Additionally, Table 3 shows larger SOCs and more ISC regions are found in Cyd with respect to Urd/Thrd, which could partially account for their different triplet yields (9x10$^{3}$ for Cyd and 3x10$^{3}$ for Urd/Thd),\textsuperscript{97,98} even though a more accurate time-dependent treatment would be required for a more robust characterisation.\textsuperscript{99} As shown in Table 3, the $^1\pi^*$ state in Cyd was also considered and ruled out due to its negligible SOC compared to those arising from the $^1\pi^*$ state. Moreover, comparison with available phosphorescence maxima in the literature for Thd and Urd in ethanol of ~340 nm (3.65 eV) and ~420 nm (2.95 eV),\textsuperscript{15} respectively, can be clearly assigned to the phosphorescent emission from our computed $^1\pi^*$ minima placed at 3.53 and 3.20 eV (see Table 2) in Thd and Urd, suggesting direct relaxation along $^1\pi^*$ after the ISC events take place.
Table 3. Singlet-triplet crossing points characterised along the relaxation of both $^{1}\text{mnt}^{*}$ ($^{1}\pi\pi^{*}$ and $^{1}\text{mnt}^{*}$) and $^{3}\text{mnt}^{*}$ ($^{3}\pi\pi^{*}$ and $^{3}\text{mnt}^{*}$) potential energy surfaces. Adiabatic energies are given in eV, and the associated spin orbit coupling (SOC) for each of the crossing points is given in cm$^{-1}$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ur (eV)</th>
<th>Thd (eV)</th>
<th>Cyd (eV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>($^{1}\text{mnt}^{<em>}/^{1}\pi\pi^{</em>}\text{loc}$)</td>
<td>$4.7$ (SOC $\sim 9$ cm$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>$4.8$ (SOC $\sim 1$ cm$^{-1}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>($^{1}\text{mnt}^{<em>}/^{3}\pi\pi^{</em>}\text{loc}$)</td>
<td>$3.90$ (SOC $\sim 5$ cm$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>$4.51$ (SOC $\sim 1$ cm$^{-1}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>($^{1}\text{mnt}^{<em>}/^{3}\text{mnt}^{</em>}\text{loc}$)</td>
<td>$3.51$ (SOC $\sim 1$ cm$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>$3.92$ (SOC $\sim 1$ cm$^{-1}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>($^{1}\text{mnt}^{<em>}/^{3}\pi\pi^{</em>}\text{loc}$)</td>
<td>$4.43$ (SOC $\sim 42$ cm$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>$4.67$ (SOC $\sim 40$ cm$^{-1}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>($^{1}\text{mnt}^{<em>}/^{3}\text{mnt}^{</em>}\text{loc}$)</td>
<td>$4.90$ (SOC $8$ cm$^{-1}$)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Spectral signals

To assign the available spectroscopic signals associated to the long-lived components registered in pyrimidine nucleosides, spectral fingerprints (featuring ESAs and photoelectron signals) out of the stationary points characterised in this work have been systematically computed and compared with the available experimental evidence.

Excited state absorptions. The main workhorse behind the experimental characterization of the photophysics of DNA/RNA systems has been fs-TA technique. These experiments provide specific ESAs that depend on the different electronic structure of each of the photoactive state, and are in principle able to provide an indirect signature of their specific population. Our ESA computations rely on the assumption that the individual signals are dominated by the electronic structure at each excited state minimum.

Figure 5 shows a schematic picture of the different channels and associated signals computed, the bottom panels reporting the contributions to the ESA spectrum and displaying the registered experimental signals in brackets for comparison. All systems show intense ESAs in the 300-400 nm range arising from the $^{3}\text{mnt}^{*}$ state, either at $^{1}\text{mnt}^{*}\text{min-ct}$ or $^{1}\text{mnt}^{*}\text{min-ta}$, its relative intensity increasing by going from planar to twisted minimum; the computed signals are in agreement with the experimental evidence recorded in that wavelength range.27 This assignment is particularly important for Cyd, as it allows us to assign $^{3}\text{mnt}^{*}$ as the main actor in the long-lived signal registered, featuring sizable contributions in the 300-400 nm range, instead of $^{1}\text{mnt}^{*}$.30 However, recent theoretical studies on gas phase Cytosine micro-hydrated by two water molecules have proposed the potential role of a charge transfer event mediated by the solvent and that could potentially show a fingerprint in the IR regime.28 Here we note that bulk solvent effects and the presence of the outer solvation shell strongly affect the IR spectra of an excited state with partial CT character, and require careful analysis that will be thoroughly considered in a forthcoming publication where IR signals are analysed. Moreover, the precise position of the water molecules, which is ultimately selected ad hoc in previous studies, is expected to impact the result and potentially bias the conclusions attained.10 Finally, techniques with higher spectral and temporal resolution than those previously used in the IR regime10 would be required to provide a definitive assignment.16,102 The most pronounced band in the 450-650 nm region is related to triplet $^{3}\text{mnt}^{*}$ absorption and correlates with the conclusions of an experimental study on Thymine.28 Considering the similarities between pyrimidine nucleosides, we predict Ur and Cyd to also possess a very similar triplet deactivation mechanism. It is worth noting that the sugar to base proton/hydrogen transfer mechanism, having been postulated theoretically81,82 but lacking a spectroscopic fingerprint for its assignment, presents low intense bands in the 500-600 nm range, which unfortunately overlaps with the more intense $^{3}\text{mnt}^{*}$ ESAs.21 However, and given the steep decay along the H-transfer coordinate (Figure 4b), the contributions of the $^{3}\text{mnt}^{*}$ state minimum are expected to be the intermediate that

Figure 5. Diagram containing the photochemically relevant mechanisms in water-solivated Urd (a), Thd (b), and Cyd (c) involved in their long-lived decay components and their associated spectroscopic fingerprints. The coloured arrows denote ESAs, their thickness representing their relative intensity (computed values in nm). The corresponding calculated ESA spectra are displayed in nm in the bottom panels (computed ranges are reported together with the corresponding experimental values in brackets). Black arrows correspond to AXEs in eV, negative values refer to the energies required for ionization, i.e. the simulated 5.21 eV probe pulses are unable to ionise the molecule.
potentially allows CT population, being the potential fingerprint for this state. We expect TA will not be very efficient in disentangling properly the CT deactivation channels through ESAs as these signals overlap with those of the ultrafast channels at early times, even if it may partially be able to separate contributions at longer times, and that these may require complex multidimensional and X-ray spectroscopies for their unequivocal disentanglement.

**Average kinetic energies.** Another way to track photoinduced phenomena is based on photoelectron spectroscopy, where a molecule is ionised and the ejected electron and average kinetic energy (AKE) can be monitored. A photoelectron set-up based on the one employed by Buchner et al. has been simulated (see Computational Details), yielding AKEs for the different channels characterised in the present study (cf. Figure 5). Large AKE values are obtained for the \(^1\text{n*}\) state initially accessed planar minima of Ura and Cyd, similar to those previously obtained at the FC region for these systems. This hampers a proper separation of the contributions arising from \(^1\text{n*}\) and \(^1\text{n*}\) at early times and is likely responsible of the proposed lack of \(^1\text{n*}\) population according to some recent studies. The displays smaller values for the planar minimum yet shows the same trend as Urd by reducing their AKEs when moving from planar to twisted \(^1\text{n*}\) minima, evidencing a larger singlet to doublet gap traceable by current fragment-of-the-art instruments in the long-ps timescale. This also applies to Cyd, where planar and twisted minima yield very similar values that could be monitored with the probe pulses considered and provides an additional fingerprint to separate them from the bright \(^1\text{n*}\) states. However, both planar \(^1\text{n*}\) and \(^1\text{n*}\) minima in Cyd depict roughly the same AKEs, not allowing to distinguish which dark state is populated. AKEs were computed on top of the triplet state minima for the first time, triplet to doublet gaps being extremely large, making the probe pulses here employed (5.2 eV) unable to ionise the systems (Cyd being the only case ionised with an AKE ~ 0.08 eV) and thus suggesting the move to even more energetic probe pulses (vacuum UV) for their characterization.

The CT state, on the other hand, shows smaller singlet to doublet gaps, readily accessible for photoelectron studies with less energetic probe pulses. Our estimates reveal larger AKEs to those found in the FC region for all systems, being ~3 eV and over an eV larger than those registered for FC, and even larger towards the CI with the ground state, thus being a unique fingerprint for their characterization. However, these do not appear in the available experimental evidence, which suggests a negligible participation of this channel in the overall deactivation mechanism.

**Conclusions**

Accurate MS-CASPT2/MM energies and gradients with explicit solvation on realistic systems are here used to map the excited state decay channels in water-solvated pyrimidine nucleosides contributing to the long lifetimes (several ps to ns) observed experimentally. The underlying spectral signals (transient absorption, photoelectron signals and phosphorescence emission maxima) are modelled and compared with available observations, clarifying experimental assignments. Our study supports initial population of bright \(^1\text{n*}\) (\(^1\text{n*}\) and \(^1\text{n*}\)) states followed by ultrafast non-adiabatic population branching to the \(^1\text{n*}\) state at the vicinities of the FC region, which subsequently decays to its minima. These minima act as a sink where the population remains trapped given the large energy barrier required to reach the funnel for non-radiative decay back to the ground state. This mechanism justifies lifetimes of ~100 ps in Urd/Thd and ~30 ps in Cyd, the latter displaying a comparatively smaller barrier mediating its decay through a 3-state CI with \(^1\text{n*}\) and the ground state, not present in the other pyrimidine nucleosides, thus accounting for the faster decay recorded experimentally. We also predict the \(^1\text{n*}\) minima to act as the main doorway mediating ISC events, its computed SOCs being large and correlating with the phosphorescence quantum yields observed in natural nucleosides. N1 substitution is suggested to hamper the carbonyl stretching and thus increase the lifetime and yield of \(^1\text{n*}\) population. The possibility of a sugar to nucleobase proton/hydrogen transfer was also considered, requiring large activation energies, its contribution to the sub-ps channels being considered small as opposed to what has been proposed for similar systems in vacuo. Computed ESAs display sizeable contributions in the 300-400 nm range, in agreement with the experimental evidence, which allow us to tentatively assign \(^1\text{n*}\) as the main state behind the long-lived signal in Cyd, where both \(^1\text{n*}\) and \(^1\text{n*}\) could in principle contribute. Our model also displays the characteristic triplet to triplet signals in the 300-550 nm range supporting the ISC scenario for the longer-lived (up to ns) component. Simulated photoelectron signals suggest that dark \(^1\text{n*}\) states may be differentiated from the \(^1\text{n*}\) states thus assigning their further assignment in the long-living (dozens of ps) time regime in contrast with recent reports, and rule out a prominent involvement of the sugar to nucleobase proton/hydrogen transfer route.

This work provides a fundamental step to understand photoinduced events in the DNA/RNA pyrimidine nucleoside building blocks, reconciling available experimental evidence with predictions within a unified deactivation model that accounts for signals spanning from the femto- to the nano-second regime. Despite the absence of quantum dynamical (or semi-classical) simulations, we give the most accurate static picture of the photophysics of DNA/RNA nucleosides including the long-lived spectral signals, and provide the basis for more complex excited state dynamics calculations that can be directly compared with the available experimental evidence. This unified deactivation scenario, where all ultrafast and long-lived events register arise from common mechanisms among all pyrimidine bases, calls for a shared evolutionary route taken by our genomic material under extreme UV-light exposure in prebiotic conditions, where natural selection chose the most photostable and/or suitable building blocks for information storage.
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